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“To prevent pain and alleviate suffering by providing free quality healthcare to those in need.”
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Aviation is more than RAM history it
is RAM in the here and now.

RAM launches the “STOP THE
SUFFERING” IN APPALACHIA Initiative
at our clinic in Kentucky on October 2526, 2014. This two year focus seeks to
keep a promise to one of the hardest hit
regions in our country, Appalachia. Join
us by giving funds and time to a region
that needs massive help.
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needed, before cars and other
modes of transport? Now RAM returns to providing house calls as
poverty strikes communities.

A new phase of growth and expansion sets California on an historic pace to serve and thrive.
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RAM responds to those needing healthcare by providing free quality dental, vision and medical
services. In less than 24 hours RAM turns fairgrounds, schools, jungles and arenas into mobile
medical centers.
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Bringing doctors a little closer to
those who need them most is a
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The word “refugee” usually summons pictures
of third world countries in crisis. But nowadays families in the USA have to choose to live
in make shift tent cities to simply recieve basic medical care. Is this really the USA?
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UPDATES |

Stan Brock

Photo by: Tinah Heeutsman

Updates

The “Golden” Years
Many of this country’s senior adults are finding that their post-career years are less than
golden. Most have had to replace excellent insurance coverage with barely adequate
Medicare. A fortunate few are able to retire with comfortable pensions which allow them
to live where they like, pursue a lifestyle of leisure and leave their heirs a nice inheritance.
Others line up at RAM clinics.

T
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Scott Pelley and Stan
Reunite in NYC

RAM INDIA

Where baseball & clinics
find common ground

Many times when you see a show
you might think, “Well they do the
show and just move on to the next
hot topic.” Well, we are proud to say
that Scott Pelley, those at CBS and
60 Minutes really do care beyond
the “headlines.” Scott Pelley, Henry
Schuster, Rachael Morehouse, and
their families have volunteered at
RAM events and continue to help
promote our shared mission. We count
these in the media as friends who
provide a platform to proclaim “We
will do more than report, we will help.”

Dr. Maddiwar and his wife Surekha
have dedicated years of their lives to
help people here in Appalachia, where
they live as well as India where they are
from. Their work spans two continents
as they continue to spead their message
of hope by mobilizing healthcare
professionals in both countries to help
the poor. They know first hand what
poverty does to people and have used
their compassionate and competent
service to make a difference. RAM
India continues to evolve into a part
of RAM that will impact the globe.

This is where baseball and medical
needs for the poor find common ground.
RAM launched a new partnership with
the Tennessee Smokies, (Cub Affiliate)
to raise awareness for those needing
vital medical care in Appalachia.
The Tennessee Smokies offers RAM
a new platform to promote the
needs of children and families living
in surrounding communities. The
Tennessee Smokies not only commit
to an exceptional fan experience but a
desire to see communities transformed
for a better future through RAM services.
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he reasons are many and varied.
Some have suffered catastrophic
illnesses which Medicare did not
adequately cover. The Journal of General
Internal Medicine conducted a 5-year study
of over 3,000 Medicare recipients and found
that one-fourth of the participants spent
“more than their entire household assets on
healthcare.” For them, free dental, vision and
medical services are vital to their well being.
A large portion of RAM’s senior patient
population is made up of hardworking folks
who have ended up on fixed incomes which
simply don’t cover the necessities of their
lives. One of the first necessities to go is
routine healthcare. A 2012 survey by the
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation discovered
that 58% of the seniors they canvassed
did not seek the medical treatment they
needed because it was too expensive. When
asked at a RAM clinic how long it has been
since they have seen a doctor or a dentist,
putting others’ needs before their own
emerges as the reason for their self-neglect.
“I have to choose between food for
my family and going to the dentist.”

“

You work all your life and
think the last years will be
easy, but they are turning out
to be harder than ever. You
don’t want to ask for help but
you can’t make it without it.
What are we going to do?

“

“I was standing at the entrance to the WISE COUNTY VIRGINIA Fairgrounds on Friday July 18th 2014. It was 0500 AM, it was dark and
rain threatened. This was the fifteenth time in 15 years that I had opened the RAM WISE free medical event. We had given out 1,600
numbers during the night. Sixteen hundred people clutched those precious pieces of paper. I called out, “Who’s got Number One?” That
lucky person had waited 48 hours for this moment, sleeping in a car in a field in south-west Virginia. It was a familiar routine for most
of those sixteen hundred people. They were the same folks that gather at Wise County, Virginia every year, marking their calendars
for that long weekend chance to get the care their family needs. I hear their stories every year. “ We are going to get our teeth done on
Friday…get another number for Saturday and do eyeglasses….then see the medical doctors on Sunday…” For a few thousand folks
it’s a four day ordeal, but the care is free, and they see hundreds of professional volunteers just bubbling over with medical skills
and a whole lot of love and compassion. Welcome to America and never forget the mission!” Stan Brock, Founder and President

America’s elderly comprise one of the
most vulnerable segments of our society.
Remote Area Medical and its volunteer
doctors, dentists, nurses and support
personnel are honored to have a role in
the care of those who come our way.
“My Social Security barely pays the
rent. A trip to an eye doctor and getting
new glasses are luxuries I can’t afford.”
“If I have anything left at the end of the
month, I help my kids. My problems can wait.”

RAM offers senior adults more
than free dentistry and eye exams.
We offer excellent and challenging
volunteer opportunities. Led by the
recession to volunteer, more seniors
are sharing the skills and experience of
their lives serving their communities.
Home Instead, Inc., an inter
national senior care and advocacy
corporation, conducted research
among their clients in the U. S. who
were dealing with chronic conditions.
Three quarters of those polled said
staying active through volunteering
helps them manage their symptoms.
In addition, maintaining a sense of
purpose, helping others and being
connected with society have been
proven to provide health benefits.

Retirees, watch for a RAM clinic
in your community and sign up!
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BEYOND CLINICS |

| BEYOND CLINICS

Greatest Female Athlete

a shared
mission

Jackie Joyner-Kersee
“Believe it or not, I started my foundation work back in 1989, and I
didn’t have a building. It was really just about trying to help young
people and helping families,” said Jackie Joyner-Kersee.
Jackie knew she would need a hub to more effectively serve her
community, and in 1996 she and her team found a building site
and began the planning process. The Jackie Joyner-Kersee Center
(JJKC) opened in 2001 in East St. Louis, Illinois .

Some examples of RAM donors,
supporters and partners who
journey with us around a shared
mission - “Thank you for your
encouraging support. “

“The dream of bringing it all together has become really a blessing
for me, but hopefully more than a blessing to me – I want it to be
more of a blessing to the community.”
Jackie, voted the greatest female athlete of all time by Sports
Illustrated in 1999, won three gold medals, one silver medal,
and two bronze medals throughout her Olympic career. She also
won four gold medals in world championships leading up to her
Olympic appearances.

Jackie Joyner-Kerse and Stan
Brock enjoy the time at the
JJKC RAM Clinic

The JJKC provides local youth a place to play sports, learn life
skills, practice art, and read. Jackie believes in developing the
total being. When she heard about RAM she knew the community
could benefit from our help. “We have RAM here today. It’s a
collaboration, not only with the JJKC, but also the city to provide
free medical care to people that are in need. It’s just been a
blessing.”
RAM served 924 patients in 2 days in East St. Louis. RAM and
JJKC are joining again in 2015.

• VIRGINIA CLAY

NEW SERVICES
R
emote Area Medical is always striving
to improve patient care and expand
patient services. RAM will now be able
to offer free kidney testing and screenings
for patients whose conditions indicate risk.
Those most at risk are those with high
blood pressure and elevated blood sugar.
RAM partner Davita is a Kidney Resource
chosen by over 5 million Americans. Some
conditions of patients may even allow them
access to free medical care following the
clinic, and Davita will help to identify those
patients who qualify based on need. David

Sanders, Davita Representitive officed in
Washington D.C. says “Ever since I came to
Davita I wanted to partner with RAM. I just
knew that Davita could find a huge need that
we could fill at RAM clinics. It is an honor to
align with RAM, one of the greatest nonprofits of our time that is addressing the real
issues families face.”

“Welcome Davita and thank you
for your contribution to
the new patient services.”

RAM RANGERS

T

he Remote Area Medical Film by Jeff
Reichert, Farihah Zaman and Ilene
Kahn Power has premiered in several
locations around the country and won many
awards. You can now see it for yourself in selected locations over the next few months.
We are calling on all of our RAM FANS to
gather their families, friends, co-workers
and family physicians to go see this wonderful perspective at a RAM clinic held at
the Bristol Motor Speedway in Tennessee.

the life of a child

on two continents

The life of a child can be difficult at the best
of times. Some kids have to take on adult
responsibilities to help their family survive.
Native American youth in North and South
America face challenges in education, job
opportunities, nutrition and health. Their lives
are often at risk, much like inner city youth, but
requiring different solutions.
The RAM RANGER program works directly with
youth on the Sioux Indian Reservation in Pine
Ridge, South Dakota, and among the Wapishana
and Macushi tribes in Guyana, South America.
By teaching them special skills RAM is able
to help them protect their future, culture and
environment.
In Guyana there are threats to the rain forest,
partially due to the traditional practice of “slash
and burn” agriculture. RAM teaches indigenous
youth new methods that produce sustainable

SPine Ridge, South Dakota RAM Rangers

Present listings include:
crops without sacrificing the rain forest and
destroying the fragile environment, thus preserving
their culture, heritage and love for the land.
At Pine Ridge, the RAM youth program uses
the mastery of the horse to recapture the proud
tradition of the Plains Indian and the soul of those
great nations.

Youth in
Guyana
learn
about air
planes

find a theater near you

On both Continents the RAM
RANGER project empowers
indigenous youth to stand tall and
confident in the spirit and
history of the original Americans.
Sustainable crops education
with youth in Guyana
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now
showing

New York City, Nov. 28, IFC Center
Los Angeles, Dec. 5, Music Hall
San Francisco, Dec. 5, TBA
Irvine, CA, Dec. 5, University Town Center
Knoxville, TN, Dec. 5, Downtown West
Denver, CO, Dec. 5, SIE Film Center
Camas, WA, Dec. 5, Liberty Theatre
Scottsdale, AZ, Dec. 5, Shea 14
Anchorage, AK, Dec. 15, Bear Tooth Theatre

• MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS
• DELTA DENTAL
• THE BRIGHTWATER FUND
• THE TENNESSEE SMOKIES
• DAVITA
• OREGON ENDODONTIC GROUP
• FOOD CITY
• THE HEALTH WAGON
• ATOL CHARITABLE TRUST
• RENEE B. FISHER FOUNDATION
• THE JAMES A. & MARY H. BELL
CHARITABLE
• SCOTT NISWONGER
• THE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
(VA)
• JERRY MOSS
• REGIONS BANK
• ABUELOS
• THE GREATER NEW ORLEANS
FOUNDATION
• THE TAYLOR FAMILY FOUNDATION
US Congressman John Duncan, his Chief of
Staff Bob Griffitts with Stan Brock at the DC
RAM Film Premiere on Capitol Hill in Washington - (below)

Be on the lookout for other listings in
your area as the film continues to be released in select locations. Also, if you
want to bring the film to a college campus contact us at dod@ramusa.org and
we will help you host your own showing.
RAM MAGAZINE I FALL 2014 - RAMUSA.ORG
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| VOLUNTEERS

VOLUNTEERS |

Friends and family come together to serve and find that a
RAM clinic is the perfect place
to make new friends -

Sharing Life as

Volunteers
A place where friendships are
formed around a shared mission -

RAMUSA.ORG
W

hen we set up in a school gymnasium or
a fairgrounds tent we bring large trucks
full of all of the supplies required to
transform an empty space into a fully functioning
healthcare clinic capable of treating hundreds or
thousands of patients. Some of these supplies
weigh hundreds of pounds. Some are bulky, some
are broken down into multiple pieces. A truck
might hold hundreds of totes containing the
necessary equipment for just two days of care.
How do we complete the demanding task of setup
one day so we may serve a community the next?
Volunteers.
Upon completion of setup, a gymnasium that
housed a high school basketball game the day
before now acts as a large dental office with 30
stations ready for operation. The adjacent room
where high school students ate lunch now acts as
a medical triage center with 30 or 40 stations ready
to check patient vitals. Next door to that, the room
where students learned calculus against their will

8
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now exhibits 10 vision lanes of the same quality
of an optometrist’s office. Who mans all of these
stations to serve the community? Volunteers.
Who invites RAM, organizes support within
the community, and helps to recruit support for
the expedition? Volunteers. Who provides food for
everyone involved with the clinics? Volunteers.
Dr. Joshua, DDS volunteered at expedition
#732 in Mission, Texas where he worked among
many other volunteer professionals to serve over
4,000 patients in five days. “We all get stuck in the
private practice setting. You know, we’ve got to
see a certain number of patients, reach production
goals, etc.”
As he looked over his shoulder at the 30 dental
chairs filled with patients, he continued, “This is
why most of us got into dental school. We wanted
to help treat patients who needed care.”
Lena, a nursing student at Tennessee State
University, volunteers at every RAM expedition
possible alongside a few of her medical school

classmates. “I think that it’s really important for
students, especially healthcare students, to get
involved with things of this nature, especially
RAM.”
In Reno, Nevada during expedition #724
a general volunteer named Holly shared her
thoughts on the clinic, which was the first of its
kind in the state of Nevada. “Thanks for bringing
this event to Reno because I know our community
is in great need as many communities are. It was
just nice to see the community come together for
this purpose, for people that can’t afford or don’t
have access to these services.”
Volunteer RN, Brian drove to Huntsville,
Tennessee all the way from Michigan to participate
in expedition #727 because of the personal
gratification he receives from volunteering. “It
gives me a sense of purpose that I’m contributing
something. Spiritually, it’s filling, and it’s just so
worth the effort. Anyone who volunteers will not
regret it.” He also enjoyed the community aspect

of the clinic saying, “It’s a wonderful social event.
It’s where I can sit and talk the trade of nursing with
people and meet new people who are associated
with different medical fields.”
Lori, RN Volunteer, donated her time and
services at expedition # 729 in Columbia,
Tennessee. “I wasn’t always a nurse, and I didn’t
always have insurance. There had been a lot of
times that I could have really used this. Now that
I’m in a position where I can give back, I really want
to.”
A mother herself, Lori does not take for
granted the ability to take her children to the
doctor when they need to go. “What if we had
to sleep on the yard with our kids for them to be
able to see a dentist? I don’t think we would fuss
about that thirty minute wait at the doctor’s office
anymore.”

Without generous
donations from volunteers
of both time and resources
Remote Area Medical
would not be able to help
the quantity of people
in need at each clinic
expedition. If RAM were
a building, volunteerism
would be the foundation.

follow us
RAM MAGAZINE I FALL 2014 - RAMUSA.ORG
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NEVADA |

LASVEGAS RENO
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“

Las Vegas Mayor Carolyn Goodman dedicated April 5-6 to
Remote Area Medical. On behalf of the mayor and the city,
Councilwoman Lois Tarkanian presented Stan Brock and
the RAM team with the proclamation - (Pictured right)

Behind the glim
mering lights, expensive
restaurants and luxury
hotels the real face of
Vegas and Reno is seen in
the lines at RAM Clinics in
Nevada.

“

What happens here does not need to stay here...

| NEVADA

Y

ou’ve heard it said, “What happens in Vegas
stays in Vegas.” However, we think the
world should know about the true struggle
many Vegas residents face despite the perceived
glamour of the city.
April 5th of 2014 marked the first day of RAM
expedition #723 as well as the first time out-ofstate medical professionals practiced in Nevada
under the “Volunteer Health Care Services Act.”
Before the new legislation doctors from states
other than Nevada could not legally volunteer
within Nevada state lines. Why does this matter?
Nevada has one of the lowest physician to
resident ratios in the United States. Add that to
the high rate of uninsured residents, and it’s easy
to see how the Volunteer Health Care Services Act
positively impacts those in need of care.
Christy McGill, Executive Director at Healthy
Communities Coalition of Lyon and Storey
Counties, became an advocate for changing laws
to allow out-of-state medical professionals a pass
to provide humanitarian relief in Nevada. After
years of work, she finally got the chance to help

her state in the way she imagined for so long. With
help from other local organizations, Christy and
her team provided much needed support for RAM
operations. After the clinic she had the following
to share.
“As hosts, we thought we were prepared, but
really how can one be prepared for the crowds
of people begging, praying to be seen. Yes we
had to turn many away, before they even got
in...yes there were elders, children, hardworking
people, characters...Then once inside, nothing
could prepare us for the tearful utter relief
and thankfulness. You think this would cause
us great joy and satisfaction but all of us were
overwhelmed and humbled because the people
thanking us absolutely should not have been in
these circumstances. The stories were endless.
Here is just one.

PREVENT PAIN

Preventive care for kids help improve overall health IMPROVING QUALITY OF LIFE
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U.S. Veterans

| NEVADA

VETS IN AMERICA |

A 56-year old man, finally after 12 hours of waiting,
took his turn in a mobile dental chair set up on
the floor of a high school gym. Trying to ease his
nerves, I asked him what he did for a living. He told
me he was retired Army. When I thanked him, he
quickly noted that he was not a hero, but instead
a simple man proud to work in the kitchens and
in the support roles over his life of service. He
rapidly turned the tables and grasped my hand
and whispered through his tears that he had been
praying that someone could help him with his
teeth for they had been causing him pain for years.
I grabbed one of the amazing volunteer dentist
and relayed the story. The dentist really was only
supposed to do one or two procedures but I knew
from the look in his eye, this man’s needs would
be met. Afterward, mouth filled with gauze, the
gentlemen found me to thank me again and was
so overwhelmed by relief and emotion that he
could not speak - neither could I. At that moment
we were the same, I imagined we both felt like we
were made of kindling; like everyone else in that
room--little pieces of us breaking throughout that
gym. I remembered these words from someone,
‘Broken hearts allow light in.’ ”

“They were there for us - we’ll be there for them.”
“I can’t believe that I am having to sleep in my car overnight
to get the help I need at a RAM Clinic. I have pride, the good
kind of pride that wants to provide for myself and my family. I
just can’t without help. If it were not for RAM I would have to
wait 2 years or more to get the dental and vision care I need.
I can’t afford to wait that long, I am in pain and hurting now.
Veterans are so grateful to RAM for remembering us and to
the volunteers and donors who support clinics like this one.
God bless you, God bless you all.”
RAM is honored to serve those who served us. RAM is committed to doing
everything possible to be there for our Veterans because they have been there
for us, for all of us.

T

he lines at RAM clinics can produce a very long wait, but according to
the Veterans who come to RAM clinics to get the dental and vision help
they need it is much shorter than the wait or total absence of care that
they have through Veteran services provided by the government.

NEVADA
LEADERS TO
HOST 3 CLINICS
for 2015

Many times kids get their first eye exam at a
RAM Clinic and find they need glasses. There
is nothing like seeing a child place glasses on
their face for the first time. Smiles stretch
across their face as they know their life has
just changed.

12
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Not a clinic goes by that RAM does not serve those who have served us so
faithfully in our armed forces. From young Marines to retired Navy they come
to get the help they need and cannot afford to wade into the depth of red
tape. They don’tunderstand why they have to wait for services they really
need when they have sacrificed so much of their life to protect our country.

VISION

RAM provides many clinics that we never announce or place on our website.
We do this for the homeless and US Veterans. The reason we do not advertise those clinics is because we want to guard those who attend those special
clinic events, to make sure when we help, we help them.
RAM thanks those who are presently serving in our US Armed Forces and
those who have served in the past. Your lives are an example of true sacrifice
and care.

Over 57,000 Veterans are waiting for medical benefits. Due
to a an overload on the present system many are going
without care.

RAM MAGAZINE I FALL 2014 - RAMUSA.ORG
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| FAMILY CARE

FAMILY CARE |

I

n the mountains of Virginia you will find some of the nicest
people you would ever meet. They are simple people. They
work up to 3 jobs a week to meet their family’s needs and
they are grateful for any help. They are a giving people, easy to
hospitality. If you were to visit one of them at their homes you
would get sweet tea and pie. They are people who value family

and friends and look forward to the weekend games at local
schools. But one weekend out of the year all of this is placed on
hold as they go to a fairgrounds in Wise, VA to get the medical
help they need. A sea of cars, tents and people wait in all kinds
of conditions to see if their number for the clinic will be called.

Once a year families count on RAM clinics to meet basic medical
needs - so they come by the masses -

By the

thousands

they came.

| FAMILY CARE

FAMILY CARE |

One of those “precious numbers”
of a clinic ticket - when was the last
time you were the 1381th person in
line at your doctor?

A sea of cars, tents and people
line the fairgrounds as they
wait in the rain to see if their
number will be called.

E

ach patient has a story. Every number represents a struggle and
the challenge to overcome it.

One lady at a RAM clinic said, “Well it’s a shame that the way we live
in America, and not for me, but for the elderly Veterans…they have
nowhere to go. I have no other alternative. My teeth went bad due to a
sickness. There’s nowhere that takes payment plans or anything to get
your teeth worked on or done and I don’t have medical/dental. I think
it’s great that people have come together and volunteers have taken
the time to be up here and people have donated. I think it’s great, really
great. I can’t thank them enough. If this clinic wasn’t here this year,
I would continue to not be able to live a normal life.” She was patient
number #678 out of over 2300 patients during the three day RAM Clinic
at Wise, VA.

“

The first thing I heard is that at 4
am today hundreds of folks were
turned away because they’d already
reached their capacity. You cannot
walk around here and see all these
folks and not understand that these
people need help.
Gov. Terry McAuliffe

I

n the pouring rain they came. They slept in tents, cars, and in
sleeping bags in the back of their trucks...in the rain. They stood
in the rain. They waited in the rain. Still after all of the challenges
of the weather, they came. Why? Because their needs were critical.
Their pain was real and this was the only opportunity for most to have
medical care until next year.
This is only one of the many examples of the desperation that people
in our country have and the willingness to endure extreme conditions
to get basic medical services. All around our nation it is the same.
They stand in the cold, rain, snow, and wait in the heat of summer to
receive dental, vision and general medical care. Adults, children and
the elderly alike. Why should people in America have to endure these
extremes to get what each human deserves?

Gov. Terry McAuliffe of Virginia walks with Stan Brock and Dr. Joe
Smiddy at the RAM Wise Clinic in Virginia

“Obviously this is so important to provide healthcare for so
many people who are in desperate need. When you walk
around and you hear these stories. Some people told me
they’ve been here as early as 9AM yesterday. They’ve
been waiting in line for 30 hours. The first thing I heard is
that at 4AM today hundreds and hundreds of folks were
turned away because they’d already reached their capacity.
You cannot walk around here and see all these folks and
not understand that these people need help, they need
help. Lives are in jeopardy as you heard the stories while
you walked with us today. It is time for us to do the right
thing. Until you come down here and you visit with all these
folks and you hear their stories, you cannot comprehend
how tough peoples’ lives are. Folks and everyone else
from RAM, the volunteers, the equipment, these folks
are saving peoples lives. We need to do our part to work
with these folks to do the right thing for Virginia, but most
importantly to do the right thing for the citizens of the
commonwealth of Virginia.”
Gov. Terry McAuliffe, VA

“

(left) Sen. Tim Kaine, VA works in Washington, DC for the people of
his state to bring real change. He is also a RAM Volunteer
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| DONATE

DONATE |

YOU PROVIDE

WHAT YOU GIVE
MATTERS

Remember when you needed help? Everyone needs help
at some point in life and our dedicated donors make sure
when that time comes, RAM is there to respond with the
compassionate care that matters.
YOUR GIFTS BRING A RETURN
THROUGH THE COUNTLESS
LIVES THEY HELP.

$10

EVERY DOLLAR MATTERS -

$28 provides $500 worth of care

W

hen help is needed RAM is there. Individuals,
churches, local community organizations,
university clubs, companies, corporations, and
foundations are finding RAM to be a real solution for the
suffering families in our nation.
When donors give they want to make sure their money
counts. RAM is able to take every $28 given and with the
graciousness of our healthcare professionals, turn that small
amount into more than $500 worth of medical care. That
multiplies your funds 17 times over. That is the return on
investment that donors are seeking and RAM is providing.

$5,500 provides a vision lane

$663 supports clinic for 30 min.
$835,000 provides new RAM Mobile Unit

YOUR YEAR END
GIVING TO RAM
RESTORES HOPE,
ENDS SUFFERING
AND IMPROVES
LIFE

GIVE TODAY -

$12,500 provides a dental station
18
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FOR A GIFT OF:
You provide an eye
exam and a pair of
glasses to 1 patient -

$100

You provide fuel for a
RAM Mobile Unit -

$1,326

You support an hour of
a RAM Clinic on your
own -

MAIL GIFTS TO:

RAM
2200 Stock Creek Blvd
Rockford, TN 37853

CALL GIFT IN:
865.579.5030

GIVE ON LINE:

RAMUSA.ORG
RAM MAGAZINE I FALL 2014 - RAMUSA.ORG
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| TRANSFORM

TRANSFORM |

BOTH SIDES AGREE...

THERE IS A
NEED AND RAM
HELPS MEET IT.

Stan Brock has appeared
three times before Congress
on behalf of the basic medical
needs of the poor.

Regardless of which side of
the aisle you represent, both
sides agree that there is a
great need in our nation and
RAM is helping to meet it.
Majority Leader Sen. Harry
Reid and Sen. Bob Corker
witness firsthand the results.

“A lot of people are out of work, a lot of
people are hurting. My purpose in being
here today is to celebrate what RAM is
doing and to more fully understand how I
can help them do what they do more fully
all across our country.”
Senator Bob Corker

R

ecently, Majority Leader Senator Harry Reid visited a RAM Clinic in his
home state of Nevada, and Senator Bob Corker visited a RAM Clinic in
his home state of Tennessee.
“Last month, I had the opportunity to witness RAM in action when they
held a 3-day medical event at Hug High School in Reno, NV. In the short time
I was there, I saw hundreds of Nevadans filter through the clinic to receive
much needed dental work, vaccinations, eye exams, free glasses, mental
health screenings, and general medical work ups—all with short waits and
at no cost to the patients. The patients attending the clinic were so grateful
to finally receive a much needed x-ray, pair of glasses, and many other
services. I spoke with many volunteers—doctors, nurses, dentists—and they
were all thrilled to be a part of something so meaningful that fills a void for
individuals who have no other way to access some of these critical services.
I have witnessed firsthand the value of these events—both for the patients
they serve and for those volunteers who want to find a way to donate their
professional expertise in a meaningful way.
Stan Brock’s work has been exemplary. Through his efforts, hundreds
of thousands of people in need have received proper healthcare—some for
the first time in their lives. My own appreciation for RAM was cemented as I
personally witnessed this noble work. I thank Stan Brock, RAM, and all of the
selfless volunteers for giving so much of themselves to those with so little.”
“To see the people who are treating the people who are lined up, over
800 people here today seeking dental care that you would think here in
Chattanooga, TN would be easy to get. But people are out of work. It’s a
touching thing.

“Watching Stan and his team
work together to help so many
unfortunate Nevadans was a moving
experience for me. “
Senator Harry Reid
20
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What RAM knows is there are so many people here in our own country
who have these needs. To think that 800 people have lined up to be here
today, and who are receiving highly professional care, but they have no other
way of getting it. Thankfully there are people like Stan, there are physicians,
nurses, people from all walks of life who are here to help their fellow citizen,
it’s pretty remarkable to see.
They come here for their acute needs. They come here because they have
teeth that are causing them so much pain, or they cannot see to do the basic
things they need to do each day in life. But once they get here, Stan and his
team and so many volunteers here also take care of other basic healthcare
needs.”

Sen. Harry Reid
and Stan Brock
tour the RAM
Clinic in Reno

Senator Bob Corker, Stan Brock and Dr. John Osborn discuss children
and family needs in Tennessee and how RAM is meeting those needs
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| CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA |

OPEN

ROAD

AHEAD
RAM CALIFORNIA

A NEW PHASE OF GROWTH
Dr. Jim Keany has been involved with overseas disaster relief work for
years, including working alongside RAM in Haiti after earthquakes
shook loose the country’s infrastructure and left over 300,000 people
in need of medical attention. “That’s how I first became acquainted
with RAM. I worked with them in some overseas situations, and it was
highly successful. They had the same type of work ethic I was looking for and the
same level of organization that is required in that kind of out-of-control situation.”

T

his year Remote Area Medical launched
“Stop the Suffering” in Appalachia to address the poverty driven problems with
the region’s access to health care. Although the
region contains pockets of distressed populations that rank among the country’s worst according to the Appalachia Regional Committee,
many other areas of the United States, some unexpected, deal with the same health care issues
as Appalachian states. For example, California,
which boasts the eighth largest economy in the
world, has the seventh largest percentage of uninsured citizens in the nation. To help address this
issue RAM started a new phase of growth in California with the appointment of Jim Keany, E MD
as President of Remote Area Medical California.

Since taking on the role of President, Dr. Jim
has galvanized a group of capable individuals
from all walks of life with the same goal in mind:
prevent pain and alleviate suffering. The RAM
California Board of Directors consists of Chris
Dyer, Ilene Kahn Power, Timothy McNeely, and
Tracy St. John and will grow larger over the next
couple of months as they prepare for 2015 clinics.
Dr. Jim believes in his team and wants to add

more individuals with the same goal.

After some overseas work with Dr. Jim, Stan Brock
saw something special in him. He decided to give
Dr. Jim a call.
“So when Stan Brock calls and says, ‘Hey, what do
you think of taking over California and doing good
work there for the people of California,’ I told him
that it wasn’t the direction I was thinking of at first.
But, boy, when a guy like that calls and he’s willing to get behind you, and an organization like RAM
is willing to get behind you, there’s only one right
answer to that question, and I said, ‘Of course.’”

22
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Ilene Kahn Power, RAM
California Board Member and
Executive Producer hosts RAM
Film Hollywood Premiere with
directors Jeff and Fariah

“RAM CA is an extension of RAM USA and
the focus is to bring this type of healthcare to
Californians in need. We can go to the Appalachians and all these different places and you
see people, you expect poverty in places like
that. Unfortunately we’ve come to that place
in the United States where we expect that. I
think people would be shocked to see what you
find right here in Los Angeles, Orange County,
even Orange County, San Diego County. So our
goal is to bring more frequent clinics like this to
CA. And that’s exactly what we’re looking for.”

Dr. Jim works with Chris
Hall, RAM Chief Operations Officer to plan out
2015 clinic site -

RAM has provided
some of the largest free
clinics in California’s
history. From Oakland
to LA to the Mexican
border - RAM continues
to reach out to serve
unmet needs in CA.

“I’m looking for
people who have
a high level of
commitment and are
driven with a radical
passion to impact
California through
RAM clinics. This
means serious donors
and volunteers that
can share in this life
with me and others.”
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| AVIATION

AVIATION |

“

Little did this
DC-3 know when
it was built for
war and flew
on D-day that
it would turn
into a mission of
peace as it provides humanitarian support for
RAM services.

R

AM Airborne, which was created in 1985, has been an integral part of RAM’s mission since the
organization’s conception. RAM utilizes its fleet of aircraft to prevent pain and alleviate suffering by bringing healthcare professionals and supplies to remote communities throughout
the world. RAM aircraft have also proven instrumental in disaster relief efforts at home and abroad.
Like the organization as a whole, RAM Airborne is constantly evolving to meet the changing needs of
those it serves. There are two airborne initiatives currently being explored.

R

AM serves isolated villages of Guyana on a daily basis with an Emergency Air Ambulance.TheTaylor Family Foundation andThe Good Shephard Church are examples of providers for those living in remote locations inGuyana. Because of the great success of the RAMGuyana partnership RAM is looking at the Philippines
to expand our next aviation challenge. With over 7,000 islands and a popluation of over 98 million people the need for Emergency Air Ambulance came to light
during their last natural disaster, Typhoon Haiyan. RAM responded with boots on the gound as over 13,000 people were helped with medical attention. Now, RAM
seeks to establish a firm partnership with the Philippines to make sure when another disaster hits, God forbid, that we are in better footing to help. Heidi Sampang,
RAMVolunteer andWayne Hughes, RAM Board Member and Pilot visited with in-country partners to map out a solid strategy and infrustructure for future operations.

First, RAM seeks to expand its clinic services in the US by using airports as clinic sites. This will allow
RAM Airborne to deliver supplies and personnel directly to the clinic location. The first clinic held as
part of this initiative was in Lee County, Virginia on September 13 - 14, 2014. The Lee County clinic
exceeded expectations and served as a fine example of things to come.
Second, RAM is moving forward with international plans to create two new air ambulance services
similar to the one it created in Guyana in 2001. These new air ambulance services are to be located in
the Philippines and in Haiti where they can provide access to medical care to the impoverished and underserved citizens residing there, completely free of charge. In addition, the new air ambulances will be
used in disaster relief efforts due to the frequent hurricanes, typhoons, earthquakes, and other natural
disasters that afflict these locations.

With the support of RAM’s volunteers and donors, RAM Airborne can extend
its reach across the world and bring healthcare to remote and underserved
communities who would otherwise have little or no access to the healthcare
they desperately need.

Wayne Hughes, RAM Board
Member and Heidi Sampang,
RAM Volunteer on Site Visit
in the Philippines

Stan shares stories with
volunteers about the
famous C-47 which flew
on D-DAY

“...there are people EVERYWHERE! People live right on the water on islands that have no medical centers. I counted around 200 dwellings on one small
sand bar, making up a fishing village. Every little cluster was 100 to 500 dwellings. I must say that it was an eye opening experience. All of the public hospitals
were dirty, over-crowded and un-air conditioned. And that was just what I could see at first glance. Heidi said that in some cases they even have to put more
than one patient in a bed. There are good and very reasonable private hospitals for those who can afford to pay. But, with almost 100,000,000 people on these
islands, there are tens of millions living in terrible poverty. There is absolutely no doubt that a no cost air ambulance program will immediately start saving lives.”
Email coorespondance during RAM Philippines site visit by Wayne Hughes

“

By way of

AIR
24
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| HOUSE CALLS

RAM IS HERE |

RAM HOUSE CALLS

GOING THE EXTRA MILE

D

r. John Osborn, DDS and his wife Laurie
tackled a special case about an hour away
from the clinic where a mother and her
sons lived in a remote area in need of care. Her
five year old son was fine and healthy, but her one
year old son had rare medical conditions including
a bilateral cleft lip and palate. Endocrinologist,
Dr. Elaine Bunick, accompanies the team to help
assess the baby’s situation.
Not only did her son require attention, but she
needed professional dental care which she had
not been able to receive in years. Dr. Osborn took
enough supplies with him to examine and operate
on her in her living room just as he would operate in
his office. She lay back in her recliner for treatment
while her five year old boy played with toys on the
floor next to her.
“We took out ten of her top teeth. She should
recover well. She doesn’t have transportation to
get to the dentist very easily, so this worked out
really well for her,” reported Dr. Osborn after he
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extracted her teeth and examined her car for
mechanical issues.
During the house call Laurie had a chance to
connect with the mother who shared stories about
her youngest son’s medical hardships. “Her fifteen
month old baby has a disease so rare that there are
only twenty cases of it in the world. It seems like
a lot of challenges, but she seems to take it one
day at a time, which is what you’d have to do,” said
Laurie after the visit.

“

The majority of RAM
patients can travel to
our clinics, but there
are still a few who
cannot get to us, so
we’re going to them.
Dr. Osborn, RAM Dental Director

“

W

hen was the last time you
heard of a doctor making
a house call? Back in the
day, if someone was ill or injured,
your family doctor showed up
at the front door of your home.
Known for the black medical bag,
this family doctor needed expertise
in a wide variety of sicknesses and
injuries. RAM’s primary reason for
existing is to bring doctors closer
to people in need, and now we are
doing just that with house calls.

DENTAL

VISION

MEDICAL

“For some, the wait is over.”
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| APPALACHIA

APPALACHIA |

Make shift wheelchairs only
come after long nights sleeping in cars and tents “Welcome
to America.”

STOP THE SUFFERING in

APPALACHIA
S

ome may lack education but they hold
multiple jobs and know what hard work
means. They value family and friends. They
just can’t afford medical care. When we think
of poverty in America we could find pictures
and stories from the homeless in large cities
but in most cases we turn to the mountains of
Appalachia. For over a century Appalachia has
been home to the poorest region in America.
The job market has been hit hard; the coal
industry has struggled to make it. When the jobs
go, sometimes the hospitals close. That means
traveling long distances for medical attention.

There is pride in these hills, the kind of pride
that has rolled automobiles off the assembly line.
It’s the kind of pride that climbs deep into the
mountains, creating black soot faces, to supply
coal heat before enjoying the fruits of their labor
with a hot bath that is waiting for them at home.
It’s the kind of pride that puts food on the table for
their children and cheers for them at their football
games. Pride is not always bad. In most cases in
Appalachia it has always built the strong character
that has defined survival for most families living
there. They may be poor, but that does not mean
they don’t work and in many cases work 7 days
a week. They just can’t make enough to support
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their family in all directions. You see, they may
be able to put food on the table and pay their
electric bills, but they can’t do that AND pay for
all of the doctor’s co-pays and high deductibles
or pay for the dentist when they need a filling.
They are always just one pay check from losing it
all and falling yet more and more behind. “That
kind of stress can weigh on a person - you know.”
says one man attending a RAM clinic. “It’s every
day, all the time. One simple flat tire on my truck
could mean the difference of buying groceries.
Life right now makes you face hard choices that
no one wants to make. The kind of choices like
which child gets to go to the dentist or the fear of
someone needing a pair of glasses. We just can’t
afford it. And if it means me as a dad or my kids
getting care, it will be my kids every time. What
does that mean for me? I am last. I hardly get the
care I need. I can’t give the time away from work
and can’t afford to help my kids and myself too.”
It was discussions like these that brought
RAM to a historic decision. What would happen
if we focused most of our resources and
mobilized new resources to bring real help to
Appalachia? The real kind of help that can provide
each family with one RAM clinic a year within
driving distance. A clinic in their own state so
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| APPALACHIA

APPALACHIA |

It’s dark and cold, she is wrapped in
a blanket while she is surrounded
by over 1000 strangers. What is this
child doing? Waiting for a doctor.

Triage at a RAM
clinic can catch
high risk patients to
prevent more serious
conditions

they don’t have to drive to another state to get basic medical care. This
month RAM launches “STOP THE SUFFERING “ IN APPALACHIA. It is
our CALL TO ACTION for our entire network of donors, partners and
volunteers. We are going to focus our efforts on Appalachia over the next
2 years to create new clinic opportunities to help families take another
step in life. “Sometimes a little help goes a long way. If I can just get some
help, I think I can make it,” says one woman at a RAM clinic in Kentucky.

RAM IS CALLING ALL DONORS,
VOLUNTEERS AND PARTNERS TO
ATTENTION! HELP STOP THE
SUFFERING IN APPALACHIA
A part of the RAM strategy in Appalachia is to mobilize new Community
Host Groups and local organizations that want to make a difference in their
own back yard. With the help of RAM we can support a local health fair that
does more than just tell people they are sick, which they already know. We
can provide local organizations real clinics with real doctors and real solutions
to help them get better. These Community Host Groups work hand in hand
with RAM to mobilize other local organizations, volunteers and resources.
RAM shares the burden and load of a clinic event by providing training,
leadership and even part of the cost to make it happen. “The more local
organizations that answer this call to action in Appalachia, the more people
we can help. The more people we can help, the better the quality of life can
be for this region.” says one RAM staff member. “As we see more and more
communities helping their own and joining forces with local companies and
organizations the more we can identify potential RAM Affiliates for that state.
Once a RAM Affiliate is established then RAM is on the road to providing
more local clinic events in that state by leaders who live in that state.”
There are five categories that measure unemployment and poverty from
RAM partner, The Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC). ARC Leader,
Dan Neff said in a RAM and ARC strategy meeting in Washington D.C.
“ARC helps connect organizations who are trying to help hurting families in
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Most patients at a RAM clinic come for the dentist. Coming in
2nd is vision care, but in reality everyone needs to see a general
medical doctor.

Appalachia together. Our purpose is to be a strategic partner and advocate for
sustainable community and economic development in Appalachia. Healthcare
is one of our largest needs, especially those living in the distressed counties.
My heart just breaks for those families and it drives all we do here at ARC.”
When looking at a map of Appalachia you begin to notice something.
You notice a corridor of distressed counties that lay in the center of the
region. RAM’s focus is to provide the “distressed corridor” the help they
need. As always, RAM is working to bring doctors a little closer to those
who need them the most, and for this part of the country, it is Appalachia.

Joining forces to stop the
needless suffering -
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| VIRGINIA

RAM VA

VIRGINIA |

Lines form in front of schools, airports, and
fairgrounds as RAM VA leads the way.
Local leaders living in Virginia are moved to
launch RAMVA. These local leaders who live
in the state mobilize local organizations and
resources to better their communities.

Cars line up sometimes up to 48 hours
before RAM Clinic doors open - they
know that it is first come - first served

where desperation

Dr. Vicki Weiss, RAM VA President of the
Board of Directors discusses the bright future
of RAM VA with Clinic Manager, Ron Brewer
at the Lee. Co., VA clinic in September.

meets hope

Give by December 31st and a donor will match
your gift dollar for dollar to help people in Virginia

T

he population of Virginia is 8.26 million
people. “Virginia had the 9th lowest poverty
rate in the nation in 2012 at 11.7 percent,
a small increase from the year before. Due to
the 2007-2009 recession and its prolonged high
joblessness, poverty rates in Virginia have seen
small but steady increases for the past six years.
In fact, although many states have seen minor
reductions across certain years, poverty rates
on the whole have been increasing nationwide
since the start of the decade.” according to www.
virginia.gov
Job opprotunity and education are both dominate
factors in the poverty rate for Virginians. Once this
is identified then we need to ask what effect does
it have on the ability for those living in Virginia to
have access to quality medical care?
Among the special needs and needs of Veterans
desperate for medical attention there is a large
population uninsured or underinsured.

ONE DONOR IS

Over 70% of those are the working class and
almost 60 percent of low-income uninsured adults
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Just over 27 percent of uninsured
children had no medical care in the
previous 12 months compared to 10
percent of insured children.
As we can see, there is a great need in Virginia
that RAM VA seeks to meet. Join Dr. Vicki Weiss
and her board as they begin to lay the ground
work and strategies to best help the families in
Virginia. Donate, volunteer, become Community
Host Groups and support the work of RAMVA.
Virginians are depending on this much needed aid
for their families and future.

According to The Virginia Healthcare Foundation:
Nearly 15 percent of Virginians under age 65 are
without medical insurance (14.3%) — equalling
995,000 uninsured Virginians.
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had an unmet need for care in the last year because
of the financial difficulty of paying for healthcare.

CHALLENGING YOU TO GIVE

TO RAM VA.

FOR EVERY GIFT YOU GIVE
IT IS DOUBLED! MAKE THE
MOST OF YOUR GIFT
RAM MAGAZINE I FALL 2014 - RAMUSA.ORG
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| WEEKEND REFUGEES

WEEKEND REFUGEES |

“

We leave our homes, pack our food
and water, there is no plumbing or
electricity and we sleep in tents and
on the ground just to get basic
medical care. The USA?

“

Weekend

Refugees
The word “refugee” has changed over the years. It used to only
describe someone fleeing their country for another country due to a
crisis. It later took on another facet of fleeing to another part of the
same country. When we think of the word “refugee” many images
come to mind. We picture people in undeveloped nations who flee
for safety, protection and provision. It could be a natural disaster or
a man-made one. It could be war or famine. Whatever the case, it is
a crisis that has reached a point where it is bad enough to become
displaced from your home for some point of time. It requires leaving

the conveniences of everything you know as home for a place where
you totally depend on the generosity of others. If it is a neighboring
country or a part of your own nation, it is refuge from a difficult
time. Those seeking refuge are called “refugees.”
Of all the pictures that come to your mind when you hear
the word “refugee” you did not picture that ever taking place in
America. Who would ever think that people in America would
voluntarily leave their home due to a crisis that was so bad they
would sleep in their cars, tents and even on the ground in rain, snow,

Curabitur euismod, metus at
feugiat consectetur, dolor felis
blandit massa, ut posuere est
turpis consequat tellus.

and heat? That they would do without plumbing and electricity, use
porta-potties and bring coolers of food and water? The healthcare
CRISIS in America has reached a point where people are becoming
“WEEKEND REFUGEES” to simply get basic medical attention. At
any given RAM Clinic you will find those so desperate that they sleep
for days in their car with their entire family in all kinds of conditions
to find help. They depend totally on the generosity of others. Dads
hold sick kids in their arms as they sleep through the night and hope
for a clinic number. They have chosen to leave the convenience of

home and for at least a couple of days be totally displaced either in
their own state or neighboring state.
RAM is broken hearted to see so many go to these lengths to
get basic medical care in America. We are doing everything we can
to change this and we ask everyone we come in contact with to join
the great task of guarding our country from becoming a “tent city”
of temporary homeless people facing a crisis that is beyond reach.

| ANSWERS FOR AMERICA

ANSWERS FOR AMERICA |

O

ver 2,500 miles separates a clinic in complex Seattle Center across the street from
Appalachia and a clinic in Seattle, Microsoft Headquarters. No matter the clinic
Washington. At the same time RAM location, in the city or mountain, the need is
is providing care to two different types of the same and the RAM response is unchanged.
people with the same need…they need access No matter where we live the sick and hurting
to healthcare. Unleashing the powerful and need the same medical attention. Medical
care
transcends
mighty force of
volunteers
along
languages, cultures
“RAM has a national and
and locations as RAM
with our RAM Mobile
Units we are able to
many times global reach. We uses the form of
generous services to
serve both locations
with
the
same
maximize our resources and communicate what is
true in any language,
compassionate and
personnel to get the job done “we care.”
competent care.

for America.”

On one side in
Kentucky we have
clinic veteran RAM KY leader Cassie Mace
pushing ahead to help in Appalachia. On
the other side we have a passionate event
manager Julia Colson hosting her first ever
clinic event. In Kentucky the clinic is held in a
simple church building across from Wal-Mart.
In Seattle the clinic is held in the state of the art
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No matter where you
are in America, there
are people who are living in fear of sickness
and injury because they cannot afford basic
medical care. If sickness comes to a home,
it can devastate the family. “How will I make
my car or house payment…I might lose it all.”
If it is a loft apartment in Seattle or a trailer in
Kentucky, the

from SEATTLE

TO APPALACHIA
RAM HELPS AMERICA

RAM seeks to be the best at
providing free clinic events, without
discrimination, which enhance quality of
life through the delivery of competent
and compassionate healthcare to those
who are impoverished, isolated, and
underserved.

fear is the same. “What if one of my kids gets hurt
on their football or soccer team?” They get a call
at work and dread to hear the other end worrying
about how they might meet the challenge.
Living in a survival mode is draining and makes you
feel like you are failing. It impacts your self-worth
and value.

America. As a parent you want to be able to help
your kids, especially when they are sick or hurt.
When you can’t help them you feel ashamed, it
seems like you are failing them. RAM restores
honor to parents by providing free clinics where
cost is not an issue. They can help their kids and
not worry about a medical bill that will face them
next week.

When RAM rolls into town families don’t have
to worry about the cost of the care, it is free.
They don’t have to worry about which child gets
medical attention, the entire family can. The pride
of a parent is the same no matter where you live in

From coast to coast, rural or urban, the needs
and our response remains the same. RAM
sweeps our nation with free quality clinics that
have served hundreds of thousands of people for
over two decades.
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| BRINGING DOCTORS CLOSER

BRINGING DOCTORS CLOSER |

F

reddie and his son Trevor: RAM expedition
#730 was a raining clinic weekend. The
pouring down rain didn’t stop Freddie
and his son Trevor from making sure theyhad
a much needed new pair of glasses.
Freddie was once a volunteer of the same
clinic he and his family now need. Freddie
has suffered several heart attacks and his son
has Downs Syndrome. So, they have general
medical and special medical needs.
“Most of the people around here don’t have a
dimes worth of insurance and without a RAM
clinic we would have no place else to turn.”

L

ester: At RAM expedition #734 in
Oklahoma City 1,110 people came to
receive medical care. Throughout the
night before the clinic folks slept in their cars,
some slept in tents and on the ground. Lester
chose the latter, but his attitude reflected
someone who had everything he needed
except for some glasses. Two years ago he
attended the RAM clinic and received glasses.
Since then he has broken them and had to wait
over a year for a new pair. He was happy to see
the RAM units roll into town. With a big smile
right before the clinic began Lester proclaimed,
“It’s been a really enjoyable night.” Lester, we
thank you for your uplifting attitude.

W

orking Class: When we provide a
free clinic we do not require any
information from folks besides their
names and ages, but we talk to people about
their circumstances, and one thing is for sure:
RAM provides needed care for the working
class.
Walk around a clinic and talk to any patient,
and you will hear stories of individuals who
make too much money in a calendar year to
qualify for government aid while falling short of
affording private insurance for themselves and
their families.
RAM treats everyone with great respect at our
clinics and we are honored to serve the working
class.

Andrew Flemming,
President - RAM
Campus Chapter UT

bringing
doctors

CLOSER
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ATTENTION STUDENTS

D

octor Joshua Liescheski, DDS: Dr.
Liescheski practices as a regional
dentist for the Texas Department of
State Health Services and volunteered with
RAM on expedition #732 in Texas.
Dr. Liescheski believes volunteering with RAM
as health care professionals is important and
can help remind doctors why they pursued
their profession in the first place. “It brings it
back to why we got into our profession. We’re
here to help, and this gives us the chance to
do it in any sort of setting.”

A

Small Bridge Covers a Big Gap: RAM
partnered with Operation Lone Star
in Texas served 5,879 patients along
the border of Mexico over five days. Many
patients during the clinic required translators
so volunteer doctors could effectively address
their needs. A girl named Natalie, a ten year
old patient waiting in line with her family,
volunteered to translate for various patients
throughout the line. Her willingness to apply
her bilingual skills to helping others highlights
an important role of our youngest generation.
Thankfully, we have selfless patients turned
volunteers like Natalie who can apply their
valuable skillsets to the betterment of us all.
Thank you, Natalie!

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE BECOMES
FIRST RAM CAMPUS CHAPTER: RAM clinics
host thousands of student volunteers from
all majors. RAM seeks to equip and empower
students to transform their communities.
This can be accomplished by creating a RAM
Campus Chapter. RAM Campus Chapters are
made up of a group of concerned students
that join together with RAM to help the
disadvantaged. The students form a RAM oncampus club (Per school requirements), then
become the RAM presence on their campus.
The club would help mobilize volunteers, raise
funding, and promote our shared mission.

START A RAM
CAMPUS CHAPTER TODAY
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